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By Mr. Craven of Boston, petition of Robert A. Panora (Registrar
of Motor Vehicles) that certain new motor vehicles be equipped with
a brake warning system. Public Safety.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Six.

An Act providing a motor vehicle service brake warning

SYSTEM.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as
follows:

1 Chapter 90 is hereby amended by adding after the following
2 sentence:
3 Every motor vehicle except motor cycles manufactured after
4 January 1, 1977 shall be equipped with a braking system so
5 constructed as to provide a visible, audible, or tactile signal as
6 herein defined when any service brake friction material has been
7 worn to its discard point as herein defined. Each brake drum or
8 rotor shall incorporate an indicator feature which will enable a
9 determination to be made by inspection that the wear surface or

10 surfaces of each service brake drum or rotor is worn to or beyond
11 its discard point without the removal of major components, such
12 as wheels, hubs, or drums or any structural members of the
13 vehicle. As applied to the two previous sentences, a “Visible
14 Signal” means a warning light located in direct view of the seated
15 driver, an “Audible Signal” means a distinctive sound audible to
16 the seated driver under normal vehicular and atmospheric
17 conditions, a “Tactile Signal” means a distinctive pulsating action
18 that can be sensed upon application of the service brake, and
19 “Discard Point” means that dimension which the vehicle
20 manufacturer has established as being the limit of wear beyond
21 which the drum, rotor or friction material is no longer
22 recommended for highway use.
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